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ABSTRACT
Digital images and digital image processing facilitated significant progress in numerous areas where medicine
is an important one of them. Computer-aided detection and diagnostics systems are used to assist specialists in
interpretation of medical digital images. One of the important research issues is detection and classification of the
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in lung CT images. In this paper we proposed a method for emphysema
classification based on texture and intensity features. Only six different characteristics of the uniform local binary
pattern and intensity histogram were used as input vector for support vector machine that was used as classifier.
Feature vector was significantly reduced compared to the other state-of-the-art methods while the classification
accuracy was increased. On images from standard dataset global accuracy of our proposed algorithm was 98.18%
compared to 95.24% and 93.9% of two other compared algorithms.
Keywords
Support vector machines, lung tissue classification, CT images, image processing, firefly algorithm, swarm intelli-
gence
1 INTRODUCTION
Digital images and digital image processing have been
proven to be of great use in medicine. Numerous
sources have been used for gathering digital images of
various tissues and organs, such as X rays, ultrasound,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomog-
raphy (CT), positron emission tomography (PET). Each
of these image types have good and bad characteristics,
thus they are all used for different organs, diseases and
anomalies. Since MRI, CT, PET and other medical de-
vices and procedures produce a large number of images
that need to be analyzed in short time, computer-aided
detection and diagnosis systems (CAD) are very use-
ful to speed up the process, highlight suspicious parts,
enhance image quality for easier diagnostic, etc.
One of the extensively studied topic is detection of
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Usual
method for early stage detection of COPD is by using
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CT imaging which enables detection of emphysema.
Example of lung slice CT image is shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Lung CT slice
Emphysema stands for a long-term and progressive dis-
ease of the lungs that causes shortness of the breath. In
CT images emphysemas can be recognized as regions
close to the air with low attenuation values. Three dif-
ferent types of emphysemas can be recognized, cen-
trilobular emphysema (CLE), paraseptal emphysema
(PSE) and panlobular emphysema (PLE). Examples of
normal tissue (NT), CLE and PSE are shown in Fig. 2.
In recent years different approaches were proposed for
emphysema detection and classification. Some of the
well known classifiers were used for labeling the types
of the tissues such as k nearest neighbor [IM14], ar-
tificial neural networks [BSBY14], convolution neural
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(a) NT - normal tis-
sue
(b) CLE - centrilobu-
lar emphysema
(c) PSE - paraseptal
emphysema
Figure 2: Examples of the normal tissue and different
emphysemas
network [SSK15], [ACE+16], etc. Besides the classi-
fication method, feature selection is a very important
part of the CAD system for emphysema classification,
i.e. diagnosis determination. Numerous papers propose
different texture features combined with the image in-
tensity, while the other use some other features such as
invariant moments, structural co-occurrence matrix and
others.
In this paper, we proposed a method for emphysema
lesion detection and classification. For classification
support vector machine (SVM) was used and the lung
tissues were described by uniform local binary pattern
(LBP) and intensity histogram features. Only six dif-
ferent characteristics of the uniform local binary pat-
tern and intensity histogram were used as input vector
for support vector machine that was used as classifier.
Feature vector was significantly reduced compared to
the other state-of-the-art methods while the classifica-
tion accuracy was increased.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 literature review on recent proposed methods
for emphysema lesion classification are discussed. In
Section 3 our proposed method is described. Experi-
mental results along with comparison with other state-
of-the-art methods are presented in Section 4. At the
end, conclusion and possible further work are given in
Section 5.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Computer-aided diagnosis systems were exhaustively
studied in the recent years [TTD17]. In [DBF+13] a
CAD system for breast cancer detection in mammo-
graphic images was proposed, while in [KY14] CAD
for brain tumor detection in MRI images was develo-
ped. In [STT16] a method for brain MRI abnormality
detection was proposed. Another computer-aided di-
agnosis systems from literature deal with Alzheimer’s
type dementia classification [RGSG+13], detection of
Parkinson’s disease [HAB15], cancer detection [LC15],
etc. Different image processing techniques were used
such as edge detection [NTT16], multilevel threshold-
ing [Tub14], etc.
CAD for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease detec-
tion, especially emphysema, represents one of the im-
portant research topics. In general, there are two main
steps in these systems: feature extraction and classifi-
cation.
In [DSS15] features based on local diagonal extrema
pattern (LDEP) for CT images were proposed. The re-
lationship between central pixel and diagonal neighbors
was described by using the first order local diagonal
derivatives. Indexes and values of the local diagonal
extremes were found and compared with the intensity
of the central pixel. Features were formed based on
these indexes and comparisons. Feature dimension was
reduced by using only diagonal neighbors and it was
shown that it represents an efficient feature descriptor.
A cascade method that combines multi-fractal features
and alpha histograms descriptors was proposed in
[IM15]. Multi-fractal features were useful to differ-
entiate normal tissue and abnormalities while alpha
histogram descriptor additionally improved classifica-
tion accuracy. For classification naive Bayes classifier
was used.
In [NERCE14] emphysema classification framework
based on complex Gabor filters and local binary pat-
terns was proposed. By combining these two features
global characteristics as well as local information were
described and additionally kernel Fisher analysis was
used to reduce the size of feature vector. For classifi-
cation k-nearest neighbor classifier was used and it was
reported that combination of the mentioned descriptors
represents effective features for emphysema classifica-
tion.
Quality of a learning technique to classify emphysema
based on embedded probabilistic principal component
analysis (PPCA) was tested in [ZCKR+13]. The first
step of the proposed method was to find the most
discriminant linear space for each emphysema pattern
against the remaining patterns where lung CT image
patches can be embedded. PPCA model was trained for
each pattern. Contribution of the mentioned paper is
the ability to compute the class membership posterior
probability for each emphysema pattern. Proposed
method has shown competitive results against different
texture-based approaches.
In [KWE14] five classes of increasing disease sever-
ity were considered. Three different methods were ex-
ploited for this multi-class classification problem. The
first method used a global rankSVM for ranking, while
hierarchical SVM was used for classification. Finally
combination of these two classifiers was proposed and
named hierarchical rankSVM. Results have shown that
hierarchical approaches were computationally efficient
and classification achieved accuracies were a little bet-
ter in the case of hierarchical SVM.
Physician-in-the-loop feedback approach was proposed
in [RRK+14] in aim to minimize ambiguity in the se-
lected training samples. Multiple metrics for features
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were used and seven unoptimized support vector mo-
dels were built for each of them. The training samples
were classified by using these seven SVM models. La-
bel of the region of interest was determined by majority
voting.
In [YFAL16] texton-based method for classification
of emphysema was proposed. Lung textures were
described by the nearest-texton frequency histograms.
Experiments were done for characterizing lung textures
with sparse decomposition from texton dictionaries
while different regularization strategies were used.
Additionally, the sparsity-inducing constraints were
introduced to the construction of the dictionaries.
Accuracy higher than 90% was reported.
In [KI15] convolution neural network (CNN) was pro-
posed for emphysema classification. As input for the
proposed classifier raw high resolution CT images of
lung were used. It was reported that promising accu-
racy has been achieved. Another method that uses CNN
was proposed in [Pei15]. Feature extraction was done
by CNN as well as classification. It was reported that
for differentiation of normal tissue and one type of em-
physema high accuracy was achieved.
Local binary pattern was frequently used for emphy-
sema description. In [NKOS15] comparative study of
basic LBP and two variations, completed LBP (CLBP)
and local ternary pattern (LTP), was presented. Joint
histogram of density and texture histogram was used
as input vector for linear SVM. Histograms were cal-
culated for regions of different sizes and the best re-
sults were 81.36%, 82.99% and 83.29% for LBP, CLBP
and LTP respectively. Another method that uses LBP
was proposed in [SSdB10]. Combined histogram of the
LBP and intensity histogram was used as input vector
for adjusted k-nearest neighbor classifier. Classification
accuracy was 95.4%.
This review shows that emphysema classification sys-
tems represent an important and active research area.
In this paper we try to develop faster and more accurate
algorithm based on fewer features, hence appropriate
for further improvements.
3 OUR PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper we propose a computer-aided system for
emphysema classification. The proposed method con-
sists two main parts, feature extraction and classifica-
tion. In the past it has been proven that different types
of emphysema can be well distinguished by the tex-
ture features [SSdB10], [YFAL16]. We propose rota-
tion invariant version of local binary pattern as a tex-
ture descriptor. For better classification results these
features were combined with intensity features. Appro-
priate features are mandatory for high classification ac-
curacy but accuracy also depends on the quality of the
classifier. In this paper we propose very successful clas-
sifier, support vector machine, optimized by fireworks
swarm intelligence algorithm.
3.1 Feature extraction
Local binary patterns (LBP) are well known texture fea-
ture descriptors. Originally, LBP were proposed as an
invariant measure for local structure in 3×3 neighbor-
hoods. Different modifications were proposed later and
nowadays are used as a simple but good texture descrip-
tor. Binary patterns are obtained by thresholding circu-
lar neighbor pixels according to the central pixel. LBP
value of the central pixel (x,y) is defined by the follow-
ing equation:
LBPP,R =
P
∑
p=0
s(I(xp,yp)− I(x,y))2P (1)
where P is the number of neighbor pixels at distance
R that will be considered, I(x,y) is the intensity of the
central pixel (x,y) and function s is defined as:
s(k) =
{
1 if k ≥ 0,
0 otherwise
(2)
Fig. 3 represents illustration of Eqs. 1 and 2.
Figure 3: LBP
After obtaining the LBP which are actually binary
codes, histogram is made. Size of the histogram is
determined by the number of the possible binary codes
which is defined by the number of considered neighbor
pixels P.
One of the LBP characteristic is that it is invariant to
any monotonic gray-scale transformation. As long as
relative relation between pixel intensities is saved af-
ter transformations, LBP remains the same. LBP has
been widely studied in the past thus numerous modifi-
cations of LBP can be found in literature. One of the
highly desirable characteristic of texture descriptors is
rotation invariance and various changes of LBP were
proposed to achieve this. In this paper we used uni-
form LBP. In uniform LBP, number of the possible pat-
terns is reduced. Instead of considering all possible pat-
terns only those that contain less than two transitions
from 0 to 1 (or 1 to 0) are used while all others are
considered as the same pattern. If 8 neighbor pixels
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were used for forming LBP (P = 8, R = 1), the num-
ber of patterns is reduced from 28 =256 to 59. In this
paper, uniform local binary patterns were transformed
into decade numbers and normalized histogram of oc-
currence frequencies was made.
Besides texture descriptor, LBP histogram, normalized
intensity histogram was used. In [SSdB10] joint LBP
and intensity histogram were also used and it has been
proven that intensity information significantly increases
classification accuracy.
Histograms are usually used as input feature vectors
and since intensity histogram is a 256-dimensional vec-
tor and uniform LBP histogram is 59-dimensional vec-
tor the input vector would be 315-dimensional. Larger
dimension of feature vectors can make classification
more difficult. Instead of using complete histograms in
this paper we propose to use just some histogram char-
acteristics. Numerous metrics are used to provide use-
ful information based on the histogram. In this paper
we used six common metrics. For each histogram, uni-
form LBP and intensity histogram mean (µ), standard
deviation (σ ), skewness, kurtosis, energy and entropy
were calculated and used as input vector. If normal-
ized histogram is annotated by p and N represents the
number of histogram values then these metrics can be
calculated by the following equations:
µ =
N
∑
i=0
i∗ p(i) (3)
σ =
√
N
∑
i=0
(i−µ)2 ∗ p(i) (4)
skewness =
1
σ3
N
∑
i=0
(i−µ)3 ∗p(i) (5)
kurtosis =
1
σ4
N
∑
i=0
(i−µ)4 ∗p(i)−3 (6)
energy =
N
∑
i=0
p(i)2 (7)
entropy =−
N
∑
i=0
p(i)∗ log2 p(i) (8)
By using these metrics the 12-dimensional feature vec-
tor is used (6 dimensions for the LBP histogram and 6
dimensions for the intensity histogram) instead of ear-
lier mentioned 315-dimensional vector hence input vec-
tor for classifier is significantly reduced.
3.2 Classification
In this paper we used one of the widely used and very
successful binary classifier: support vector machine
(SVM). Emphysema classification represents multi-
classification problem. In order to use binary classifier
for multiclassification two method were proposed in
literature - one against one and one against all. In this
paper we used libsvm package for building SVM mod-
els where one against one method was implemented
and the final decision was made by voting.
Accuracy of the SVM classification, besides depend-
ing on the chosen features, also depends on selection of
the two parameters, soft margin parameter C and kernel
function parameter. SVM model is defined by solving
quadric optimization problem:
1
2
||w||2+C
n
∑
i=1
εi, (9)
where w is normal vector to the hyperplane and εi are
slack variables.
Kernel function is used for nonlinear SVM and Gaus-
sian radial basis function kernel (RBF) is usually a good
choice. RBF is defined by the following equation:
K(Xi,X j) = exp(−γ||Xi−X j||2). (10)
where Xi and X j represent two feature vectors. C is the
parameter for the soft margin cost function and con-
trols the influence of each individual instance. Kernel
function is used for enabling non-linear separable data
to be classified by SVM. One of the most used kernel
function is RBF which has a free parameter γ . Large
γ will lead to high bias and low variance model, and
vice-versa.
For building an optimal SVM model, values for the
pair (C,γ) need to be found. The simplest method to
find a good parameter pair is to use grid search. SVM
model is build for numerous pair values and the best
one is chosen for SVM training. Grid search is simple
but it is also computationally expensive and represents
discretized search for continuous parameters. Finding
the optimal parameters is a hard optimization problem
and one of the methods for solving them is usage of
different metaheuristics. In the last decades nature in-
spired algorithms, especially swarm intelligence algo-
rithms were proposed and successfully used for such
problems.
In literature different swarm intelligence algorithms
were applied to finding optimal SVM parameters prob-
lem. In [BHX13] particle swarm optimization (PSO)
and pattern search based memetic algorithm were used
for SVM parameters tuning while in [LH15] PSO was
hybridized by artificial bee colony and adjusted for
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SVM optimization. Fireworks algorithm for SVM
optimization was proposed in [TTB16], [TTS16].
In this paper we adjusted a novel firefly algorithm (FA)
for tuning SVM parameters for emphysema classifica-
tion. Firefly algorithm was proposed in [Yan09] by
Yang and it is inspired by social and flashing behavior
of fireflies. It has been successfully used in numerous
applications [BT14a], [BT14b], [TB14]. Fireflies are
attracted by their lights where attractiveness of one fire-
fly is directly proportional to its brightness. The bright-
ness is defined by the following equation:
I(X) =
{
1
f (X) if f (X)> 0
1+ | f (X)| othewise. (11)
where X represents position of the firefly and f is objec-
tive function. Attractiveness β depends on the distance
between fireflies:
β (r) =
β0
1+ γr2
(12)
The position of a firefly i attracted to more attractive or
brighter firefly j is updated by the following equation:
xt+1i = x
t
i +βe
γr2i j(xtj− xti)+αtε ti (13)
where β0 represents attractiveness at r = 0, α is ran-
domization parameter, ε ti represents a vector of random
numbers drawn from a Gaussian distribution or uniform
distribution at time t, and ri j is distance between two
fireflies (i, j).
In our previous work [TMT16] we proposed FA for
SVM optimization and the proposed method was tested
on standard benchmark classification problems. The
proposed method achieved better results comparing to
the other state-of-the-art algorithms. FA algorithm was
used for 2-dimensional problem, where search range for
the first parameter C was set to be [2−5,215] while the
second parameter γ was in range [2−15,25]. Objective
function was accuracy from 10-fold cross validation.
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Proposed algorithm was implemented in Matlab
R2016a while SVM was built by LIBSVM (Ver-
sion 3.22) [CL11]. Experiments were performed
on the platform with the following features: Intel
R© CoreTMi7-3770K CPU at 4GHz, 8GB RAM,
Windows 10 Professional OS.
Parameters for the FA were set empirically as follows:
α = 0.2, γ = 0.23 and β0 = 1. Population size was
50, while the maximal number of iteration was set to
30. Additionally, if the accuracy did not improve in 10
consecutive iterations, algorithm stops. SVM parame-
ters C and γ were searched in exponential space, search
range for exponent for C was set to [−10,20] and the
SVM model was built for C = 2x where x is parame-
ter selected by FA, while exponent for parameter γ was
searched in interval [−20,10] and similarly for SVM
model γ = 2y was used where y was generated by FA.
For the experiments we used standard public computed
tomography emphysema database [SSdB10] available
for download at image.diku.dk/emphysema_database/.
Database contains 168 manually labeled 2D regions
of interest (ROI) of size 61× 61, slice thickness 1.25
mm and in-plane resolution of 0.78 mm × 0.78 mm.
Three different types of ROI exist in the database,
normal tissue (NT), centrilobular emphysema (CLE)
and paraseptal emphysema (PSE). Examples of the
patches from the database are shown in Fig. 4.
(a) NT
(b) CLE
(c) PSE
Figure 4: Examples of the regions of interst (normal
tissue and emphysema) from the used database
The first part is to train support vector machine model
for region classification based on the patches in the used
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dataset. Because of the small number of patches (only
168) in the dataset, in most papers that used this dataset
(including the papers that we compare with), all images
were used for training. Since in this paper we proposed
region based classification method with the region size
of 31×31, for each patch 961 overlapping blocks were
obtained (each patch size is 61×61), thus we were able
to provide training set and test set based on the patches
in the database. SVM model was trained with 1000
randomly chosen blocks for each class from different
patches (3000 training regions in total). Test set had
1500 regions (500 from each class).
The best SVM model was for C= 218.23 and γ = 2−12.36
where global accuracy was 98.18. In Table 1 confusion
matrix of classification is presented. The rows represent
true labels and in columns are labels assigned by SVM
model. The results are in percents.
NT CLE PSE
NT 100 0 0
CLE 0 100 0
PSE 0 5.47 94.53
Table 1: Confusion matrix for ROI classification by our
proposed method (accuracies in %)
In order to prove quality of our proposed algorithm, we
compared our results with two other methods. The first
one was proposed in [SSdB10] where different rota-
tion invariant LBP were used also along with the in-
tensity histogram. Classification was done by k-nearest
neighbor. Input vector for the classifier was joint LBP
and intensity histogram. The second algorithm that
was used for comparison was proposed in [YFAL16].
In [YFAL16] lung textures were described with sparse
decomposition from texton dictionaries when differ-
ent regularization were used. Sparsity was further ex-
panded by adding constraints to the dictionaries.
In [SSdB10] global accuracy of the classifier was
95.24%. Global accuracy of patches classification by
our proposed method was 98.18%. In [SSdB10] the
largest error was made for classification NT class,
where 93.22% was correctly classified while 6.88%
was classified as PSE. Our proposed method had the
lowest accuracy for classification of the PSE class -
94.53%. Instances from PSE class were classified
as CLE in 5.47%. Instances of NT and CLE classes
were classified with 100% accuracy. In [YFAL16]
only global accuracies for different proposed methods
were reported. The highest accuracy was 93.9%, while
other methods achieved accuracies of 92.1%, 91.8%,
92.4% and 91.7%. All reported results in [YFAL16]
were lower than the accuracy of our proposed method
that achieved 98.18%. The comparison results are
summarized in Table 2.
Our proposed method also achieved better results for
classification patches compared to [NKOS15] where
THM LBP-kNN GFWA
NT - 93.22 100
CLE - 98.00 100
PSE - 93.91 94.53
global acc. 93.9 95.24 98.18
Table 2: Comparison results of our proposed method
and methods proposed in [SSdB10] and [YFAL16]
complete joint histograms of three different LBP vari-
ants and intensity were used as input for linear SVM.
Reported accuracies were 81.36%, 82.99% and 83.29%
while accuracy of our proposed method was 98.18%.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper a method for lung tissue classification
was proposed. Different lung tissues were described
by simple and powerful texture features, uniform lo-
cal binary patterns. Beside texture features, inten-
sity features were used. In this paper feature vec-
tor was reduced comparing to the other state-of-the-art
approaches by using histogram characteristics such as
mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, energy
and entropy, rather than the whole histogram. Com-
pared to the other methods from the literature our pro-
posed method achieved higher accuracy for classifica-
tion of regions of interest provided in standard bench-
mark dataset. In further work feature selection can be
included in the proposed algorithm and it can be addi-
tionally adjusted for CT image segmentation by intro-
ducing the fourth class that will distinguish lung tissue
from the background.
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